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UNIVERSITY | BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT

Bio faculty attempt no confidence vote
Group wants to remove
department chair and
associate chair, but
gets too few votes
By STEPHEN DI BENEDETTO
News Editor
Faculty from the biological sciences department took the initial
step in trying to remove the chair
and associate chair from office on
Wednesday and Thursday.

Eight of nine full professors in
the department initiated a vote of no
confidence on Chair Andy Methven
and interim Associate Chair Marina
Marjanovic.
The result of the vote was 12 for
no confidence in Methven and Marjanovic; 10 for confidence in Methven and Marjanovic, and two abstentions.
Five of the eight professors who
initiated the vote replied to questions from The Daily Eastern News as
a group, but chose to remain anonymous because “the continued crit-

icism of one’s superiors can cause
unnecessary anxiety and fear.”
The five professors said the idea
of starting a vote of no confidence
stemmed from a variety of reasons.
“We are concerned about decisions relating to our department that
have transpired over the past seven
months,” the group said in an e-mail
to The Daily Eastern News.
The five professors said Mary
Anne Hanner, dean of the College of
Sciences, made a decision to extend
Methven’s time as chair for another 16 months, after he announced

that he would resign without giving a timetable for his resignation on
Feb. 18.
The group added Hanner also
gave Methven control of appointing faculty to various positions that
include: a new graduate coordinator, a new coordinator for the graduate teaching program, a new associate chair, a new lab coordinator
for the introductory biology classes,
a new coordinator for the Environmental Biology Program, a new tenure track faculty member, and three
new annually contracted faculty.

CAMPUS | EVENTS

Methven will also administer the
Master of Science in Natural Science
Program and the alternative certification program, the five professors
said.
“In our view, these decisions and
their outcomes show a complete lack
of any inclination to address the concerns that we and other faculty have
expressed over the past years regarding the tenor of our department and
the manner in which it has been
administered,” the group said.

»

SEE BIOLOGY, PAGE 5

UNIVERSITY | DONORS

Good at
raising
money?
Eastern
wants you
Office of Philanthropy
will hire more directors
to increase funds for
campus facilities
By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor

KARLA BROWNING | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Hector Silveira y su Orquestra performed during the Latino Heritage Month Banquet on Sunday night in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union as part of Latino Heritage month.

UNA CELEBRACIÓN SABROSA
Latino Heritage Month starts
with flavorful celebration of
Latin American culture
By KATE KELLEHER
Staff Reporter
Faculty developer Krishna Thomas brought her
two younger sisters to the Latino Heritage Month
Banquet.
“It’s important to come out and celebrate each culture’s heritage,” Thomas said.
President Bill Perry addressed those at the banquet and stated how important it is for different
cultures to come together for a culturally enriching
experience through music, fellowship and each other.
Students, faculty and community members ate and

danced the night away at the banquet Sunday evening
in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
About 200 people were in attendance, including
Charleston High School students. The high school
students attended the celebration for their culture
credit for Spanish classes.
“We came to enrich ourselves with a new cultural
experience,” said level two Spanish students Whitney
Freezeland and Devin Gardner. “The food was also a
plus.”
The 13th annual celebration was to “bring cultural
enrichment to the university, but also to the community,” said Juanita Cross, the Latino Heritage Month
Committee chair.
The night started with a buffet-style dinner of various Latin American foods from cheese quesadillas to
chips and salsa. A D.J. also played Latino-style music
throughout the first part of the evening.

»

SEE LATINO, PAGE 5

Eastern is hiring two more directors of philanthropy as part of an
effort to increase fundraising.
The Office of Philanthropy is
currently in the planning stages
of launching a major comprehensive capital campaign, which will go
to improving facilities on campus.
Planning for the campaign started
last spring.
“Typically, comprehensive campaigns for universities involve a timelimited effort, a concentrated effort
to increase philanthropy to the benefit of the university in all categories,”
said President Bill Perry.
These categories include annual
gifts, planned gifts and pledges.
Perry said these gifts sometimes
go to endowments or programs, or
are sometimes cash gifts.
The new directors of philanthropy will be working with major gift
donors and planned gift donors.
“With the additional staff and
additional resources, I think it positions us very well to begin the process of a major fundraising campaign,” said Jill Nilsen, vice president
for external relations.
Nilsen said her office has advertised the position and are now in the
process of scheduling interviews on
campus with individuals.
“We would like to see them filled
as soon as possible,” Nilsen said.
Currently, the Office of Philanthropy has a combined three fulltime philanthropy directors.

»

SEE DIRECTORS, PAGE 5
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Chilly start for your Monday. Expect dry and cool
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'Burn after Reading' is No. 1 at box office
Focus Features.

LOS ANGELES Joel and
Ethan Coen scored their biggest
opener to date by raking in $19.4
miUion in ticket sales for "Burn After
Reading" and helping end a sevenweek attendance slide at theaters, according to studio estimates Sunday.
The madcap comedy starring
Brad Pitt, George Clooney and John
Malkovich raked in $7 miUion more
than the writing-directing duo's last
box-office hit, the 2004 comedy
"lhe Ladykillers," according to box
office tracker Media by Numbers.
"Burn After Reading's" success
comes just a year after the brothers
gained widespread acclaim for the
drama "No Country for Old Men,"
which won four Academy Awards
and grossed $73.3 million.
Their Oscar credentials and the
star-studded cast combined to make
"Burn After Reading" a hit, said Jack
Foley, president of distribution for
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'SNL' debuts with Fey as

Pa lin, Phe lps as host
NEW YORK - Live from New
York .. . it's Tina Fey as Gov. Sarah
Palin.
After wild conjecture over whom
would play Sen. John McCain's running mate on "Saturday Night Live,"
Fey returned to her old show for an
opening sketch featuring her and
Fey's former "Weekend Update" cohost Amy Poehler as Sen. Hillary
Clinton.
The NBC comedy show's season premiere opened Saturday with
a "nonpartisan message" where the
two pleaded for an end to sexism in
the presidential campaigns - which
have seen Palin enjoy sudden popularity after Clinton's loss to Sen.
Barack Obama for the Democratic
nomination.
"I didn't want a woman to be
president, I wanted to be president,"

said Poehler, reprising her caricature
of Clinton.
Many have said Fey bears a resemblance to Palin, a comparison alluded to in the sketch. A frustrated
Clinton eventually broke down,
complaining about Palin's ease of ascendance and her "Tina Fey glasses."

Damon, Jean visit Haiti
city in ruins
GONAIVES, Haiti There
were cries of adulation - and also of
hunger - as Matt Damon and Haitian-born singer Wyclef Jean toured
the flood-ravaged city of Gonaives
on Sunday to call attention to the
widespread suffering.
Tropical storm Hanna and Hurricane Ike submerged the city and cut
off roadways in and out.
Where waters have receded,
streets remained a stinking mudbath
and homes were left with a carpet of
muck and encrusted pots, pans and
laundry.
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See dennews.com for a slides how of tailgating of the Eastern football game against Indiana State on Saturday at
O'Brien Stadium. The Panthers won 38-3.1t was their first win of the season and the team's home opener.

WHAT THE •.. I WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

Mom accused of using child's ID to be cheerleader
The Associated Press
GREEN BAY, Wis. - A 33-year-old woman stole
her daughter's identity to attend high school and join
the cheerleading squad, according to a criminal complaint filed against the woman.
Wendy Brown, of Green Bay, faces a felony identity theft charge after enrolling in Ashwaubenon High
School as her 15-year-old daughter, who lives in Nevada with Brown's mother.
According to the complaint, Brown wanted to get
her high school degree and become a cheerleader because she didn't have a childhood and wanted to regain
a part of her life that she'd missed.
Brown allegedly attended cheerleading practices before school started, received a cheerleader's locker and
went to a pool party at the cheerleading coach's house.
The $134.50 check Brown gave to the cheerleading
coach for her uniform bounced, the complaint said.
A high school employee, Kim Demeny, told author-

ities that the woman, posing as the teen, seemed very
timid.
Demeny said she told her she was not good at math
and even cried when she talked about moving from
Pahrump Valley High School in Nevada.
Demeny said she looked older than a student but
had the demeanor of a high school girl.
A school liaison officer started investigating after
Brown only attended the first day of classes last week,
the complaint said.
Assistant Principal Dirk Ribbins later learned
Brown's daughter was enrolled at Pahrump Valley High
School. Ribbins also spoke with Brown's mother, who
told him she had custody of the girl.
She said Brown has a history of identity theft crimes,
the complaint said.
Brown made her first court appearance Friday by
video conference. The judge set bond at $8,000.
If convicted, she could face up to six years in prison
and a $10,000 fine.

LARGE PEPPERONI PillA
C HARLESTON
3 WEST LINCOLN AVE

345-4743
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CAMPUS I MEETING

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Lincoln exhibit at
Charleston library
An Abraham Lincoln exhibit
is on display in September at
the Charleston Carnegie Public
Library, 712 Sixth St.
"Confronting Democracy's
Boundaries: The Lincoln Douglas
Debates" can be viewed in the
Community Meeting Room A
during regular library hours.
The library is open from 10
a.m.- 8 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 10 a.m.- 6 p.m. Friday
and Saturday, and 1 - 5 p.m. on
Sundays.

Searching for grant
opportunities

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
In the Doudna Fine Arts Center, Room 1640 will be named the Nimmons Keyboard Studio after board member Julie Nimmons and her husband, Ken.

Eastern remains with Pepsi
Board of Trustees
approves bid with soft
drink company
By MATTHOPF
Associate News Editor
Eastern will remain a Pepsi
school, after the Board of Trustees
unanimously voted to accept a bid
from Pepsi MidAmerica at Friday's
meeting.
The contract is estimated to cost
$400,000 annually, pending on the
amount of product purchased.
The five-year contract has the
option for an additional five years.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs, said an increase in
the price of a 20-ounce soft drink is
under consideration.
The current price for a 20-ounce
soft drink from a university vending
machine is $1.

Cooley said the university is looking at increasing the price to $1.25.
Signing of the contract needs to
occur before the price increase is
finalized, he added.
The university is considering a
price increase because of an increase
of product and distribution costs,
Cooley said.
The board also unanimously voted to accept bids to replace an rooftop air conditioning unit on Old
Main, replacement of an rooftop air
conditioning unit, rwo 40-ton condensing units, associated refrigerant
piping and evaporator coils in the
Student Services building, and the
replacement of a heating and ventilation unit in Lantz Arena.
The approved cost of the project
is $513,786.
Also, the board approved a
$35,000 contract change order for
the audiovisual equipment for the
Doudna Fine Arts Center.

Cooley said modifications were
needed in a couple of the theaters
in Doudna and the original contract
did not include a 10 percent contingency fund.
The contract is now approximately $1.5 miUion.
In other business, the board
approved naming multiple sections
of the Doudna and also a room within Booth Library.
The theater wing of Doudna was
named the Lumpkin Theatre Wing.
Richard H. Lumpkin and the Lumpkin Family Foundation provided a
$2 miUion gift to help endow the
New and Emerging Artist Series,
according to a board addendum.
The wing houses the Black Box
Theatre, the Movement Studio and
the Main Stage Theatre.
The steps located on the west
side of Doudna were renamed the
Mellin Steps, after Warren and Helen Mellin. The Mellins left a por-

tion of their estate to the university after they died in 2007. The steps
were built with the funds, after they
were originally omitted from construction.
Room 1640 in Doudna was
renamed the Nimmons Keyboard
Studio, after Ken and Julie Nimmons. The Nimmons supported the
New and Emerging Artist Series.
Room 3202 in Booth Library is
being named after former Gov. Jim
Edgar and his wife Brenda. According to the addendum, Edgar donated his political papers to Booth, and
Brenda Edgar created the Brenda
Edgar scholarship to support single
women who rerum to college.
The Edgars also created the Edgar
Speaker Series, which brings speakers
to campus with expertise in state and
local government.
Matt Hopf can be reached at 581 -7942
or at mthop(@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I EVENTS

Joyce packs house at Underground
Comedian jokes about
his eyes, hospital
superstitions
By KRISTIN MENAS
Staff Reporter
Jesse Joyce always knew he wanted to go into comedy.
"I always wanted to do it, because
my uncle was a comic when I was
a little kid and I just thought it was
just like the coolest job ever," Joyce
said.
Joyce performed to a full house
Friday night in 7th Street Underground, the room buzzing with the
audience's excitement.
In 2001, Joyce moved from Pittsburgh to New York City where he
began to expand his stand-up career
and make a name for himself as a
comic.
Since then Joyce has performed
in clubs all over the world and has

appeared at many colleges throughout the country.
"There's good schools, and there's
dumb schools. It just depends on
where you go," he said. "lhis one
was great. I loved it. It was set up
right, the vibe was good and everybody was excited about it."
The response to Joyce's performance was positive.
Sophomore history major Lauren
Lepchenske was in attendance and
found herself impressed by Joyce's
show.
"You could tell he had been in
theater. He moved around a lot and
involved the crowd," Lepchenske
said.
Joyce showed his appreciation for
all in attendance, because he knew
it was a Friday night and everyone
could have found something else to
do.
Joyce sarcastically discussed the
many options students at Eastern
have for an eventful Friday night
such as crop circles, drinking in a

field or hanging out at the local meth
lab.
Joyce's humor thrived upon many
of his real-life personal experiences,
as well as his appearance.
Joyce joked about his "squirrelly eyes," which served as a launching
point for many of his jokes.
"People think I'm on drugs all the
time," he said. "You could eat cereal
out of my contacts."
Joyce delivered his jokes in a
manner that caused the audience to
laugh in agreement.
"Hospitals don't have 13th floors
or a room with the number 13,"
Joyce said. "Do we really want our
hospitals to be superstitious?"
Matt Caponera, comedy coordinator for University Board, organizes
all the comedians that come to perform at Eastern.
'1 was very happy with the outcome of Jesse's performance," he
said. "Like Jesse said, it's nine o'clock
on a Friday night."
Caponera first saw Joyce perform

"There's good schools,
and there's dumb
schools. It just depends
on where you go. This
one was great.
I loved it:'
-Jesse Joyce, stand-up
come dian

There are multiple ways
faculty can search for grants
electronically. Participants in
"Electronic Searches for Grant
Opportunities" will learn search
techniques and methods of
conducting regular, automated
searches for external funding.
The seminar is from 3 to 4 p.m.
today in Booth Library Room
4450. Required registration can
be completed at cats.eiu.edu/
FacultyDevelopmentRegistration/
index.asp.

Learn about Latin
American music
Music lovers can learn about
Latin American Music from 3 to
4 p.m. Tuesday in the Effingham
Room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. The
presentation "Latin American
Music: From Salsa to Reggae to
Cumbia to Shakira"will analyze
and deal with old-style forms of
music to discuss and listen.
- Compiled by Associate News
Editor Matt Hopf

BLOTTER
Mark Coleman, 36, of Westfield,
was charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol, blood
alcohol content more than .08,
possession of drug paraphernalia
and bringing cannabis into a
penal institution after a 2:25a.m.
Friday arrest at Fourth Street
and Roosevelt Avenue, said the
University Police Department.
An iPod was reported stolen
on Thursday after it was left
unattended in the Cyber Lounge
located in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union, police said.
A staff parking permit was
reported stolen from a vehicle
on Sept. 8 while parked near the
steam plant, police said.

CORRECTION
In Friday's issue of On The Verge,
Kyle Prillaman's last name was
misspelled.
The DEN regrets the error.

,at a National Association for Campus Activities convention, where delegates from more than 400 schools
search for comedians and other performers.
"We get to sample some comedians and musicians," he said. "We see
how they would fit at Eastern."
Kristin Menas can be reached at 581 7942 or at kmmenas@eiu.edu.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS

To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kri stina Peters, via:
Phone I 581-7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit 11 8 11 Buzzard Hall
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Dear economist,
Consider bringing your
company to Illinois.
Please??? How about
just Chicago? Tax free!
Gov.

Blagojevich

Other views on news
NO FIX FOR DECLINING DOLLAR
U. Hawaii - When I walked up to
the currency exchange counter in Lima,
Peru, and was told that 100 American
dollars translated to no more than 270
Peruvian nuevo soles, my jaw dropped.
I had been in Peru the previous summer, and the 2007 exchange rate would
have given me at least 320 soles. Now I
was 50 soles short? The difference could
have bought me two cases of beer!
The current economic conditions
have caused the American dollar to
plummet against most currencies in the
world, like the euro, yen and - even to
my surprise - the Peruvian nuevo sol.
While students studying abroad have
definitely felt this change, the slumping dollar is an indicator of even greater
economic woes in the United States.
All over the nation, a rise in the standard cost of living, coupled with stagnant wages, are major causes for concern. With food prices steadily rising
and gas a burden, many fear inflation
and unemployment might get out of
control. C NN reported that in H awaii
alone, food prices were up 5.5 percent
last year and inflation hit 4.8 percent.
Many economists forecast a recession; others insist that we are already
experiencing one. Presidential candidates are devising plans and escape
routes to try to "fix" the economy. Tax
cuts here, rebates there and - voila!
Problem solved.
But while these programs are great,
the economy cannot be fixed overnight.
Consumer and investor confidence cannot be restored so easily. Contrary to
what the public wants to hear, it could
be years before the economy is stable.
So what should we do in the meantime? An idea is to start saving in euros,
yen or hell, even nuevo soles. Because
with this kind of uncertainty, who
knows how far the dollar will drop
before rising again.

Ka Leo 0 Hawaii

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of the DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words.
Letters to the editor can be brought
in with identification to The DEN
at 1811 Buzzard H all. Letters may
also be submitted electronically from
the author's EIU e-mail address to
D ENopinions@gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

No food trays should be
no problem for students
Waiting in line at the dining halls armed with
a tray could possibly become a thing of the past.
The dining halls have already replaced the Styrofoam cups with NALGEN E bottles. And now
the focus is shifting and we're beginning to wonder how necessary a dining tray really is.
Sure, gathering food might be slightly more
inconvenient and students may have to make
more than one trip up to the buffet.
But it's a sacrifice we should all be willing to
make because getting rid of trays in our dining
halls would be worth reducing all kinds of campus waste.
Taylor dining, Thomas dining and Carman
dining are all buffet-style halls that could easily eliminate the use of trays. Because Stevenson's
dining hall and the University Food Court are
not buffet-style, trays would be more difficult to
get rid of in these locations. But eliminating trays
in at least three of Eastern's five dining centers
would absolutely be worthwhile in saving water
and detergent costs for the school, and possibly
lessen food waste.
A report from USA Today said New York University found that before going trayless, students
would waste an average of 4.03 ounces of food
per person.
N ow that trays have been removed, food waste
has been less than 2.37 ounces per person.
Time reports that when the University of
Maine-Farmington ditched the dining trays, students reduced 65,000 pounds of food waste and

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Eastern is considering a cost saving decision that would eliminate food trays
from the dining halls and save money on water.
• Stance: Every dollar counts and saving money from not washing food trays is an acceptable compromise for students.

saved 288,288 gallons of water. The school's
enrollment is only 2,000.
The Associated Press reports Georgia Tech,
which has 18,000 students, saves 3,000 gallons of
water every day by eliminating food trays.
Getting rid of trays is something we'd have to
get used to. We'll have to learn to balance plates
and cups, but it's a small price to pay to be more
responsible about how we use our water and
potentially eliminate some food waste.
Mark H udson, director of University H ousing and Dining Services, said his concern with
installing a trayless dining hall is student satisfaction.
"A majority of our students on campus are
returners, so if they are not pleased we could be
impacted if they chose to move off because of it,"
he said.
In the past few years, Eastern's administrators
have made many efforts to reduce waste, and following the lead of 4,000 other college campuses in the country by eliminating trays would be a
positive step forward for this school and what it
strives to stand for.

Consider living on campus
Independence is one of the many life lessons
that college students learn during their time at
Eastern. Every person learns different lessons of
independence, some students move off campus
and some work on personal goals while living on
campus.
While Eastern's enrollment is now at 12,040,
the Planning and Institutional Studies department shows only 5,527 students lived on campus
annually during the past several years.
H owever, numerous circumstances, such as
increased tuition and economic recession, may
cause more students to stay on campus instead of
embarking on a journey of paying bills, learning
tidiness, practicing home security, having good
neighbor relations and creating good eating habits that do not involve the dining halls.
Lucky for Eastern students, the upper classmen residence halls are being renovated for the
better. Creating more individualized bathrooms
in Douglas H all provides less of a college scene
and more of an individualized private environment that exists in apartments.
The suites in Stevenson H all are good ways of
preparing students for independence, and Uni-

versity Court and University Apartments are
good substitutes for students who prefer the personal freedom without the economic drain.
Living in residence halls all four years is not
ideal, but is convenient and comes with social
and geographic perks.
Being on campus provides quick access to the
Booth Library and various building computer
labs, not to mention social activities such as athletic games and the various register student organizations that meet in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The cost of college itself has caused more students to attend community colleges, which
allows those students to live at home rent-free.
Approximately 9 percent of Eastern's enrollment is incoming transfer students who avoided two years of living expenses and may be forced
to live in residence halls because of future inflated
gas, grocery and utility prices.
So, consider saving money by applying for on
campus housing as soon as possible, unless you're
comfortable with shelling out more loans for that
independence. At least waiting until after graduation means having an income for that apartment.

MATTHEW CASNER

Palin has
instigated
terror
By now, most of you are probably
aware of vice presidential candidate Sarah
Palin's psychotic and revealing statement
that the invasion of Iraq was "a task from
God." I won't bore you with the details.
Even as erstwhile New York mayor and
living joke Rudy Giulliani was ascending the podium to deliver his speech at
the Republican N ational Convention,
The Buffington Post was breaking the story
in all its sick and depressing details, and
even more, worrying comments from the
pastor of her extremist church were soon
unearthed.
But I wasn't reading about it on The
Buffington Post. I was reading on Islam
Online, a news journal from Qatar.
And therein lies a danger that even
religionists cannot ignore.
Statements like Palin's are exactly the
kinds of things that get us into so much
trouble overseas. H ow is the Muslim
world going to react to a vice president
who thinks God tells her to invade nonChristian countries? A simple look at how
the Arabic newspapers are reporting it
should give you some idea.
H ow much more precarious does this
make our situation in the world, when we
have people of this quality shooting their
mouths off so recklessly? Will terrorists be
recruited because of this statement? Will
bombs go off? Will someone die?
Yes, of course, all of these things will
happen. Every statement like this that
gets printed is used by jihad factions to
recruit new members to resist our "crusade" against Muslim countries. People
will die because of this. Sometime, somewhere, it will happen.
Aside from the rampant unconstitutionality of Palin's pontification (I really don't need a politician to tell me what
God's will is, thank you), the bigotry, the
sheer arrogance, and the religious fanaticism involved, it was also just plain stupid
and reckless from an entirely pragmatic
viewpoint.
Simply uttering it puts the people of
this country, particularly our men and
women in uniform, in the path of a bullet. At the very least, it further sours our
relations with more moderate Muslim
countries like Pakistan, and puts pressure on the moderates in those countries from the more radical religionists in
their midst. It was the kind of statement
that no politician with any knowledge of
world affairs whatsoever would be caught
dead making.
But of course, Sarah Palin doesn't have
any of that.
All she knows is that God speaks to
her, and that God tells her to invade
countries. The fact that so many Christians seem to think this kind of talk is
perfectly acceptable is, frankly, chilling to
my very core. It fills me with a deep sense
of dread for the future safety of democracy on our shores.
The Nobel laureate Sinclair Lewis
once famously predicted, "When fascism
comes to America, it will come wrapped
in the flag and carrying a cross."
Well, folks, here it is.

Matthew Casner is a senior Art major.
He can be reached at 581-7942 or at
DENopinions@gmailcom.
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Amber Rigsby,
junior elementary education
major, dances
to the music of
Hector Silveira
y su Orquestra,
with Tiandra
Burns, sophomore physics
major, at the
Latino Heritage Banquet
in the Grand
Ballroom on
Sunday night.

>> Biology

KARLA BROWNING
I THEDAILY
EASTERN NEWS

>> Latino
FROM PAGE 1

"Events like this help put the (Latin-American) name out there," said
Veronica Contreras, president of the
Latin American Student Organization. "It lets people on campus know
they're not alone here."
Contreras, a senior and Spanish
education major, said LASO provided her with a home away from home
and was one of the main reasons she
chose to stay at Eastern.
"(LASO) meets every week, and is
a way for new students get involved
and feel welcome no matter who they
are," she said. ''lhere's hardly enough
diversity at EIU as it is."
The dinner was followed by a performance from H ector Silveira y su

>> Directors
FROM PAGE 1

Not all the directors are full-time.
The athletics department and Lumpkin College of Business and Applied
Sciences each have a director of philanthropy.
The two new positions will be
full time and will almost double the
current full-time staff.
Their responsibilities will involve
visiting with donors and inviting
their support for the university.
Nilsen said Eastern has about
70,000 alumni with good addresses
and each of these directors of philanthropy will be working with 80 to
120 donors and friends.
"So you can figure, the more peo-

HISTORICAL LACK OF CONFIDENCE

FROM PAGE 1

Orquestra, one of the main Cuban
artists in Chicago.
Attendees,
including
Perry,
danced along to the salsa-style music.
Many even tried their hand at learning the salsa. Students continued to
mingle and enjoy the music for the
remainder of the evening.
"It was a good social opportunity to meet people," said Melissa Cunningham, a junior transfer student,
and Samantha Cantu, a freshman
undecided major.
Cunningham and Cantu came
to the event with their resident assistant.
"It was a nice way to get out
and celebrate and for people to get
together," Cantu said.
Kate Kelleher can be reached at 5817942 or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

pie we have doing that, the more
broadly we'll be able to reach more
alumni," Nilsen said.
She said fundraising has the
greatest success through face-to-face
contact, which is very time intensive.
Increasing the staff, she said, allows
Eastern to do that more effectively.
Committees are also being set
up to act in an advisory role for the
campaign.
"They would help us in terms of
looking at our campaign theme and
campaign materials and policies,"
Perry said. ''lhey also would agree to
introduce us to individuals or foundations with whom we might develop a relationship."
An internal campaign steering
committee will be set up that would
include the central administrative

Hanner said she received a
memo on Sept. 7 that notified her
of the eight professors' decision to
initiate the vote of no confidence,
but declined to give reaction to the
vote and its outcome.
E-mails to Methven were not
returned, and Marjanovic declined
to comment.
Marjanovic took over as associate chair after Robert "Bud" Fischer took a job at the University of
Alabama at Birmingham this summer.
Removal of a chairperson from
office may be initiated by two-thirds
majority of tenure and tenure track
faculty through a vote of no confidence, according to the Board
of Trustees' Regulations, Section
II.B.3.d(7).
Biology professor Chuck Costa said the faculty who initiated the
vote needed at least 16 professors to
vote for no confidence in Methven
and Marjanovic.
"The people that voted for that
didn't really even get close," he said.
The group said the results of the
vote were sent to President Bill Perry; Hanner; Blair Lord, provost and
vice president for academic affairs;
and Godson Obia, associate dean of
the College ofSciences.
The group said it hopes the
upper administration will take steps
necessary to move the department
forward, regardless of not gerting
the two-thirds majority vote.
The group was also upset at the
fact that Methven and Marjanovic
chose to vote and compared it to
faculty being able to evaluate themselves on student evaluation forms
of their own course.
"lherefore,
common
sense
would indicated only eight of 22
Unit A faculty in our department
voted that they had confidence in
our two department administrators," the group said.
If Methven and Marjanovic
decided not to partake in the vote,
the group would still need 15 fac-

team, which includes the president
and vice presidents, as well as representatives from the deans, the three
senates, the Alumni Association and
the EIU Foundation.
An external steering committee
will also be set up.
"The members of this committee are individuals who have demonstrated their support for the university through their philanthropic gifts and are willing to volunteer their time and energies to help
us move the campaign forward,"
Nilsen said.
She said these comrni ttees are still
in the planning stages.
"We're talking about the projects
we want to include," Nilsen said.
"We're making sure all our fundraising policies and procedures are up-

• Prior to Methven announcing his
resignation in February, faculty
from the biology department announced they were going to take
a vote of no confidence on Methven and then associate chair Robert "Bud" Fischer.
The faculty ultimately decided
not to proceed with the vote after
Methven announced his resigna-

tion in February.
• April 2006 was the last time a
vote of no confidence was taken at Eastern. Faculty from the
School of Business took the vote
on then chair Jane Wayland. Wayland eventually stepped down as
chair and took a position at a different university.

"The dean has already decided (Methven)
stays. Someone has to do it until the new chair
comes in. It surprised me that anyone
would beat a dead horse:'
- Chuck Costa, biology professor
ulty members to vote for no confidence out of the 22 faculty members to receive a two-thirds majority vote.
Costa said the idea of taking a
vote of no confidence seemed pointless since Methven is just a caretaker
of the department.
A new chair was slated to take
over July 1, 2009. A search committee is meeting and looking for a
replacement to Methven.
''lhe dean has already decided he
stays," Costa said. "Someone has to
do it until the new chair comes in.
It surprised me that anyone would
beat a dead horse."
He added it seemed odd that
faculty would pick on Marjanovic as
well because Costa cannot imagine
what she did to make some faculty
mad. Marjanovic has been working
at the associate chair position for a
month, Costa said.
The group said trying to find a
solution to the department's problems should have begun years ago
and, at the very least, last February
when Methven announced his resignation.
''lhe situation in our department
requires immediate action, and it
was irresponsible of administration
to re-endorse the chair and endorse

his appointed associate chair, Dr.
Marjanovic," the group said.
Costa said he does not know
why the eight professors went
through with it when they did not
have enough votes and Methven,
whom they want out of office, is
leaving in July.
Biology professor Jeff Laursen
said the vote only showed that the
department is divided.
"What might happen next? I
have asked myself the same question, but have no real idea," Laursen said. "What I hope will happen
is that we can work together, recruit
a new chair and rebuild our department."
The group said the action was
taken because other avenues for
effecting change in the department
have been fruitless.
"It is unfortunate that the tenor in our department has deteriorated to the extent that it has, but
we felt initiating the vote was the
only remaining option leading to
change," the group said.

to-date and accurate. Getting appropriate staff in place. We're getting
everything ready and in position to
poise us for a successful beginning."
While the formation of these
committees are still in process, Perry said a number of individuals have
agreed to serve.
Perry said the goal is for the committee to be formed by the end of
October.
Perry said university campaigns
typically run for five to seven years.
After that is complete, a three-year
interim process begins where the
university starts planning for another campaign. The next campaign
would continue in trying to increase
overall giving to the university.
Perry said the campaign is still
in its planning stages so no financial

goals for the fundraising have been
set yet.
H owever, not referring to money,
Perry said a main goal of the campaign is to establish "a deeper and
wider relationship with our alumni
and friends."
Another objective to fundraising
is to combat future tuition increases.
"Every dollar saved is a dollar
we don't have to charge in tuition,"
Perry said. "Every dollar raised is
a dollar we don't have to charge in
tuition. So the importance of success in cost savings and cost avoidance and in fundraising is it enables
us to pay attention to the affordability of tuition for our students."

Administration Editor Emily Zulz contributed to this report.
Stephen Oi Benedetto can be reached
at 581 -7942 or at sdibenedetto@eiu.edu.

Emily Zulzcan be reached at 581-7942
or at eazulz@eiu.edu.
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CITY I STATE PARKS

Harvest Frolic canceled at Lincoln Log Cabin
Lack of state funding
cited in cancellation
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor
The Lincoln Log Cabin affiliates canceled its most popular event,
Harvest Frolic and Agriculture Fair,
because of budgets cuts forcing the
site to close on Oct. 1.
Smaller school programs will still
be held at the site because of private
funding from the Lincoln/Sargent

Farm Foundation.
Currently, Harvest Frolic remains
the only cancellation on the calendar
of events for the rest of the year.
However, lack of funding could
cut the remaining year's activities that
are not sponsored by private donations, such as A Day of Thanksgiving
and Prayer, Nov. 28, and Christmas
Candlelight Tours, Dec. 5.
The state cut funding to lUinois'
historical sites in half, forcing twelve
sites to close Oct. I.
The budget cuts led to layoffs that
directly affected the Lincoln Log

Cabin's most labor-intensive events.
Fifth grade students will still be able
to tour and participate in activities
that help them learn about the site's
history.
John Woodruff, president of the
Lincoln/Sargent Farm Foundation,
said the foundation has always supported school programs and they
will remain scheduled at the site this
month, October and the spring.
The foundation maintains the
site's Web site and encourages viewers to write their legislative representatives to restore funding. A sam-

pie letter can be downloaded on the
home page.
In addition to the foundation's
efforts, Coles County, Charleston
and Mattoon councils have scheduled to vote for funding support
for the Lincoln Log Cabin, which
helped to bring in $43 million in
tourism to Coles County last year,
according to lincolnlogcabin.org.
"Tourism revenue and economic viability of the local communities
will be impacted," said City Manager Scott Smith in his memorandum
to the council. "Long term, the edu-

STATE I WEATHER

The Associated Press
CHICAGO Boats floated
down flooded streets in Chicago and
suburbs sandbagged buildings near
swollen rivers Sunday as Hurricane
Ike added several more inches of rain
to already record weekend rainfall.
Several Chicago area rivers,
including the Des Plaines, Fox,
Kankakee and Little Calumet Rivers
were at or above flood stage on Sunday, threatening homes, businesses
and schools, the National Weather
Service said.
A small army of volunteers in Des
Plaines, just northwest of Chicago,
were fighting a pitched battle Sunday against the rising Des Plaines
River, said city spokesman Will
Soderberg.
"We're preparing for the worst
but hoping for the best," he said.
In suburban Naperville, workers
sandbagged some buildings down-

town as the DuPage River over- were affected and at least 40 resiflowed its banks.
dents in the North Side communiWater levels rose Sunday morn- ty were evacuated by boat, said John
ing after gates of Fawell Dam were Brooks, the city's fire commissioner.
opened to help prevent flooding
Saturday's rainfall of 6.64 inchupstream, the city of Naperville's es at O ' Hare International Airport
set a new record for a single calenWeb site said.
There was also sandbagging in dar day.
Chicago's Albany Park neighborThe previous record was 6.49
hood, where dump trucks full of inches, recorded on Aug. 14, 1987.
sand helped with makeshift the bar- Climate records for Chicago date
riers to hold back water spilling from 187 1.
While significant flooding in Chifrom the North Branch of the Chicago River.
cago seemed limited to a few neighNearby parking lots "look like borhoods, officials said Sunday they
fishing ponds," said Jose Villegas, an would ask the governor to issue a
employee of GT's Fast Food in the disaster declaration for the city, a
area.
move that would make additional
Most customers on Sunday, he funds available to deal with floodsaid, were city workers "getting a related costs.
quick bite and trying to get a little
Des Plaines also evacuated several families from their homes over the
dry."
Work crews placed about 30,000 weekend, though Soderberg said he
sandbags along the rain-swollen Chi- could not provide an exact number.
cago River, which remained two feet
Des Plaines issued a voluntary
above normal Sunday morning, said evacuation order for some low-lying
John Spatz, commissioner of the areas - a notice on the city's Web
city's Water Management Depart- site saying "the City cannot guarment.
antee the safety of residents should
Nearly 350 Albany Park homes they remain in their residences."

In South Elgin, which is along the
Fox River, Petty Officer 2nd Class
Jason Crum was recovering Sunday
from hours of grunt work the previous day filling sandbags at the village's public works center.
Home with family for the weekend from his duty station at Great
Lakes Naval Training Center, Crum
said many neighbors have a foot
or more of standing water in their
backyards.
"But the water, for now anyway, appears to have leveled off," he
said. "And the sandbags appear to be
holding."
Flooding also affected area roads
and highways. The Bishop Ford
Expressway - a major link between
Northwest Indiana and Chicago - was closed Sunday at !30th
Street because of flooding, said lllinois Department of Transportation
spokeswoman Marisa Kollias said.
O 'Hare International Airport was
operating normally by Sunday morning, a day after dozens of flights were
canceled due to the weather, said
Richard Rodriguez, commissioner of
the city aviation department.

STATE I POLITICS

Bean has amassed cash for Congress re-election bid
Chicago Democrat
among top House
representatives
for money raised
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
Mel issa Bean has been in Congress just
under four years, but the suburban
Chicago Democrat has no shortage of cash for her re-election bid,

Krystal Maya can be reached at 5817942 or at ksmoya@eiu.edu.

STATE BRIEFS

Already drenched Illinois gets more rain
Remnants of Hurricane
Ike dump several
inches on Midwest

cation of our children and the ability
to recapture travelers' attention and
dollars are affected."
Charleston's city council is scheduled to vote on the resolution proposed by Smith Sept. 16.
The county and Mattoon will vote
at their respective meetings as well.
"lhe money used to maintain our
state's historic and cultural touchstones is well worth our time, effort
and expense," Smith said.

thanks to special-interest groups lobbying on Capitol Hill.
Bean amassed $1.41 million for
this election cycle from political
action committees - more than half
of the $2.6 million she had collected as ofJune 30, according to federal
campaign finance reports compiled
by the nonpartisan research group
The Center for Responsive Politics.
She ranked sixth among all
House candidates for money raised
from PACs, the reports show. The
only House members who raised

more were some congressional leaders and powerful Reps. John Dingell,
D-Mich., a 53-year House veteran
and chairman of the powerful House
Energy and Commerce Committee,
and Charles Rangel, D -N.Y., chairman of the tax-writing House Ways
& Means Committee.
Only one lllinois delegation
member - Democratic Sen. Dick
Durbin - raised more: $ 1.5 million.
Bean, who upset 35-year incumbent Phil Crane in 2004 in the
GOP-leaning 8th District, declined

requests from The Associated Press
for an interview. But in a written statement, she indicated that
the issue could be resolved if public
financing was available for congressional campaigns.
"I have always supported the idea
of publicly financed elections, as
money has come to play too large
a part in our political system," she
said. "Those who wish to weigh in
with Congress should rely on the
strength of their ideas and not the
depth of their pocketbooks."

The Associated Press

Man shot to death
in Rock Island
ROCK ISLAND - Rock Island
police are investigating the
shooting death of a 33-year-old
man. Rock Island Police Chief
John Wright says officers received
a report of a gunshot victim in an
alley between Saturday morning,
and found the victim lying there,
but did not immediately learn
when the shooting occurred.
The Rock Island County
Coroner's office pronounced the
man dead at the scene. Wright
says the name ofthe victim will
not be released by the coroner's
office until his relatives have been
notified.

More marijuana
growing locally
CHICAGO - With tighter
security along the Mexican
border, authorities in many parts
of the U.S. say they are seeing an
increase in the amount of locally
grown marijuana.
Cook County Forest Preserve
District Police Chief Richard
Waszak says there has been an
increase in marijuana farming
operations in the Forest Preserve
District's 64,000 acres in recent
years.
Waszak said he suspects
marijuana growers are using
public land to avoid having their
private property seized if their
crop is spotted by investigators.

Geneva man dies after
musket explodes
HAYWARD, Wis.- A 40-yearold Illinois man has died in
northwestern Wisconsin after a
musket he was loading exploded.
Sawyer County, Wis., deputies
say the Geneva, Illinois man died
Friday about 7:15 p.m., less than
an hour after the explosion.
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NATION BRIEFS

Thousands rescued in Ike's wake
Nearly 2,000 brought
to safety in Texas
following hurricane

knowing where they would end up, Arkansas and Louisiana. The death
and without knowing when they toll from the storm rose to 13. Three
could return to what was left of their were in the hard-hit barrier island
city of Galveston, Texas, including
homes, if anything.
"I don't know what I'll be com- one body found in a vehicle subThe Associated Press
ing back to. I have nothing," said merged in floodwater at the airport.
Arma Eaglin, 52, who was waiting Many deaths, however, were outside
GALVESTON, Texas - Rescu- for a bus to a shelter in San Antonio ofTexas as the storm slogged north.
Ike's 110 mph winds and batterers said Sunday they had saved near- after leaving her home and wading
ly 2,000 people from the water- through chest-deep water with noth- ing waves left Galveston without
logged streets and splintered houses ing but her clothes. "''m confused. I electricity, gas and basic communications - and officials estimated it
left behind by Hurricane Ike. Glass- don't know what to do."
strewn Houston was placed under
The hurricane also battered the may not be restored for a month.
"We want our citizens to stay
a weeklong curfew, and millions of heart of the U.S. oil industry: Federpeople in the storm's path remained al officials said Ike destroyed a num- where they are," a weary Mayor Lyda
ber of production platforms, though Ann Thomas said. "Do not come
in the dark.
As the floodwaters began to recede it was too soon to know how serious- back to Galveston. You cannot live
here right now."
from the first hurricane to make a ly it would affect oil and gas prices.
Houston, the nation's fourth-largdirect hit on a major U.S. city since
Ike was downgraded to a tropKatrina, authorities planned to go ical depression as it moved into the est city, was reduced to near-paraldoor-to-door into the night to reach nation's midsection and left more ysis in some places. Power was on
an untold number of people across harm in its wake. Roads were closed in downtown office towers Sunday
the Texas coast who rode out the in Kentucky because of high winds. afternoon, and Texas Medical Censtorm and were still in their homes, As far north as Chicago, dozens of ter, the world's largest medical compeople in a suburb had to be evac- plex, was unscathed and remained
many without power or supplies.
Many of those who did make uated by boat. Two million peo- open. Both places have underground
it to safety boarded buses without ple were without power in Texas, power lines.

Its two airports including
George Bush Intercontinental, one
of the busiest in the United States were set to reopen Monday with limited service, but schools were closed
until further notice, and the business
district was shuttered. Five people
were arrested at a pawn shop north
of Houston and charged with burglary in what Harris County Sheriffs spokesman Capt. John Marrin
described as looting, but there was
no widespread spike in crime.
Authorities said Sunday afternoon
that 1,984 people had been rescued,
including 394 by air. In addition to
people who were literally plucked
to safety, the figure includes people who were met by crews as they
waded through floodwaters trying to
get to dry ground. Still others chose
to remain in their homes along
the Texas coast even after the danger of the storm had passed. There
was no immediate count Sunday of
how many people remained in their
homes, or how many were in danger.

WORLD I PROTESTS

The Associated Press
LA PAZ, Bolivia - President
Evo Morales struggled to assert control over a badly fractured Bolivia
on Sunday as protesters set fire to a
town hall and blockaded highways
in opposition-controlled provinces,
impeding gasoline and food distribution.
At least 30 people have been
killed in the poor Andean nation this
week, Interior Minister Alfredo Rada
said. All the deaths occurred in Pando province, where Morales declared
martial law on Friday, dispatching
troops and accusing government foes
of killing his supporters.
Pando's security chief, Alberto
Murakami, told The Associated Press
by telephone that 15 people had
died and 55 were injured.
Presidency Minister Juan Ramon
Quintana told local radio Red Erbol
that authorities had arrested Pando
Gov. Leopoldo Fernandez, "for violating the constitution and generating the bloody kiUings of the peasants." Morales has accused Fernan-

Feds investigating
deadly train crash
LOS ANGELES - Federal
investigators on Sunday combed
railroad tracks and crushed
wreckage looking for evidence
to explain the nation's deadliest
rail disaster in 15 years and made
plans to interview dispatchers.
At the same time, a National
Transportation Safety Board
spokesman played down a
report that the engineer of the
Metro link commuter train had
sent a text message shortly
before Friday's accident, in which
25 people were killed and 135
were injured.
The train slammed into an
oncoming Union Pacific freight
engine on the same track at 40
mph. Metrolink spokeswoman
Denise Tyrrell had said the
commuter train's engineer was at
fault because he failed to stop at
a red light on the tracks.

WORLD BRIEFS

Bolivian leaders struggle to assert control
Protests grow violent
in South America amid
use of military force

The Associated Press

dez of using Peruvian and Brazilian ofTarija, Beni and Santa Cruz. The
"assassins" against Morales support- AP could not immediately confirm
ers.
the report. The gravest challenge to
But Pando officials insisted Fer- Morales in his nearly 3-year-old tennandez was still free, and Quin- ure as Bolivia's first indigenous prestana later clarified on Red Erbol that ident stems from his struggle with
while the governor "should be put in the four eastern lowland provinces
jail for blatant crimes," he had not where Bolivia's natural gas riches are
been detained.
concentrated and where his governFernandez did not make any ment has essentially lost control.
comments Sunday, but he was seen
The provinces are seeking greater
walking through the streets of Pan- autonomy from Morales' leftist govdo's capital, Cobija, where govern- ernment and are insisting he cancel a
ment troops continued to arrive and Dec. 7 referendum on a new constipatrol.
tution that would help him centralThe governor has denied hav- ize power, run for a second consecuing anything to do with the vio- tive term and transfer fallow terrain
lence, saying it was not an ambush to landless peasants. Morales says the
but rather an armed clash between new charter is needed to empower
rival groups. Presidential spokesman Bolivia's indigenous majority.
The leaders of those provinces
Ivan Candas said without providing
details that opposition-led highway have designated the governor of gasblockades continued Sunday and rich Tarija, Mario Cossio, as their
that "an armed group" had set fire to representative and he was expectthe town hall in Filadelfia, a munici- ed to arrive in La Paz on Sunday to
pality near Cobija.
resume talks on easing the crisis.
"There are people who want to
South America's leaders were also
continue sowing pain across the trying to prevent Bolivia from splinregion," he said.
tering apart. They were to gather in
The La Paz newspaper, La Razon, Chile on Monday for an emergency
quoted the country's highways chief meeting called by President Michelle
as saying blockades had halted tran- Bachelet. It was unclear whether
sit on major roadways in the oppo- Morales would attend, and President
sition-governed eastern provinces Alan Garcia of Peru was not expect-

ed. Brazilian President Luiz Inacio
Lula da Silva planned to attend, his
office said Sunday.
Morales' representative in Pando,
Nancy Texeira, said the death toll
from Thursday's fighting between
pro- and anti-Morales forces near the
town ofPorvenir was expected to rise
as authorities continued to encounter more dead and wounded.
"We think there are more in the
hills, people submerged in the river,"
she said.
A peasant leader involved in the
street fight told the AP in a telephone interview Saturday that the
violence began after he and several truckloads of companions came
upon an opposition blockade on a
jungle highway.
Antonio Moreno said there was
some fighting - mostly with clubs
and rocks - when a man emerged
from a vehicle and fired on peasants
with a submachine gun.
"lhe campesinos fled to the
mountain, while others jumped into
the river," he told the AP.
Morales and ally President Hugo
Chavez of Venezuela expelled the
U.S. ambassadors in their countries
last week to protest what they called
Washington's inciting of the antigovernment protests.

The Associated Press

Roadside bombs strike
Iraqi police convoy
BAGHDAD - Three roadside
bombs planted in succession
struck a police convoy in one of
Iraq's most dangerous provinces
on Sunday, killing five policemen.
In Baghdad, the leader of a Sunni
group allied with the US. died
when his booby-trapped car
exploded.
The bomb exploded in the car
of Fuad Ali Hussein, killing him
as well as his deputy and two
bodyguards.

Engine failure cited
in Russian plane crash
MOSCOW - A Russian
investigator says the crash of
a passenger jet that killed 88
people in a central Russian city
was most likely caused by engine
failure.
Vladimir Markin said in
televised remarks that a failure
of one ofthe Boeing-737-500's
two engines may have caused
Sunday's crash.
The plane was on its approach
to land amid low cloudcover
when it crashed into an
unpopulated area of the city.
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help wanted

Case y
U n it ed
Met hodist
Church
is
l ooki ng
for
m u si c i ans to join o ur team!
O n Sunday mo rn i ngs we
cu rrently of fer an 8:00
a.m. wo rsh ip service i n
our chapel w i th m u si c on a
C l avi nova; an d a servi ce i n
our sanctu ary at 10:30 a.m.
wi t h a variet y of musica l
i n st rumen ts i n c l ud i ng guitar,
C l avi nova,
baby
grand
p i ano, and pip e o rgan. We
are f le x i b l e, easy t o wo r k
wi t h, and open t o n ew ideas.
If i nterest ed i n exp lori ng t he
possi b il iti es, please co ntact
the c hurch of fice at 217 932 -5281 f or an app l ication .
The app lication dead line i s
Sept ember 19, 2008.
__________________ 9/15
Rea l estate mai n tena nceCarpen t er
exper ience
requ i red. M u st have own
too l s. Need
l andscapi ng
exper i ence. 2 1 7- 345 -3119
__________________ 9/15
Baby-si t ter wa nted f or aft ersch ool an d some eve ni ngs.
Ca ll D an, 217 - 722-6700.
References p referred.
__________________ 9/1 7
Rea l Estate Mai nten ance :
l andscaping
e xpe ri ence,
compu t er
exper ience
requ i red. M u st have own
too l s. 2 1 7- 345 -3119
__________________ 9/19
!Bart en di ng! Make up t o
$250/day! No exper ience
necessary, train i ng provi ded.
1-800- 965 -6520. ext . 239
_________________ 12/15

't'

for rent

for rent

___________________ 00

----------------- 9/1 6
H OUS E FOR RENT. Sprin g
09 an d Fa ll 09/Spring 10.
6 bed rooms, 3 bath, f ull
kitchen an d l au nd ry. Ca ll
f or ear ly sign up specia l.
2 1 7-496 -3 084

Large 1 and 2 BR apts.,
extremel y c l ose t o camp u s.
On l y a coup l e l eft. G re at
deal ! 2 73 -2 048, 345 - 6000
___________________ 00

2
Bed room
apa rtmen t s
f or Fa ll '08. Tras h, o ffstreet parki n g, w ire l ess.
345-7286.
www.
jwi lliamsren t a Is. com
___________________ 00

----------------- 912 6
ROYA L HE I GHTS AP TS:
O nl y 2 u n its l eft!
Sh o rt
t erm l eases availab l e, rates
f or 1, 2, o r 3 p eop l e . 1.5
ba th s, fu rnis h ed, beh in d
Subway. 345 - 0936
----------------- 913 0
Still need an ap t ? PAR K
PLAC E h as a coup l e un its
l eft.
Negot iab l e ra te s &
l ease l en gth.
Furnish ed,
pa r k i ng in c l. Next t o t h e
U n ion. 348- 1479
----------------- 913 0
2 or 3 BR . SHOR T WA LK
TO CAMPUS $250 PER/
PERSON. 3 BR . AWAY
FROM
CAMPUS
BO TH
WI TH APP LI ANCES, W .D .
TRAS H . PHON E 345 - 7244,
649-0651
___________________ 00
Large 4 bed room 2 bath
h o u se. Fam ily room, li v in g
room,
W/ D
$235
per
person. Le ase nego ti able.
345-6967 .
___________________ 00
Large
b ed room, f i ve
b l ocks f rom O l d Ma i n. WI
D . $375/mo n th. No pet s.
273- 1395 .
___________________ 00
Effi cie n cy, c l ose t o campus,
$325/mon th ,
inc l ud in g
u ti li t i es, A/C. Male only,
n o smokin g, n o pets. 345 3232, days.
FOR RENT: O n e, Two, an d
Th ree Bed room Apa rtmen t s,
t wo b l ocks from O l d Main,
starting at $350/MO . 217549- 1060, 217-549 - 6979

$299 Cam pu s- Pointe - Pai d
Sept ember rent. No dep osi t.
Util iti es
and
fu rn i ture
i n c l uded . 217-979-793 1.
__________________ 9/19

Linco lnwood
Pin etree
A p artmen ts has sing l e & 2
BR apts . Grea t space, large
c l osets, c l ose to campus.
Affo rdab l e ren t. W e a l so
accep t pet s. Cal l 345 6000.
___________________ 00

2
b edroom
h o u se.
WI
D,
A/C,
all
e l ectri c.
Qu ite
n eighborhood .
$450/mon th.
Avai l ab l e
immed i atel y . Ca ll 815 -278 -

't'

___________________ 00

Two bed room ap t. Spaci ous
livi ng area, l arge ki t c hen,
util i ty room, storage, and
qu i et fami l y housing. 217 259 -236 4.
__________________ 9/18

for rent

for rent

1296 or 217-345 - 9267.

___________________ 00

't'

't'

___________________ 00

5
Bedroom
Apt.
n ea r
ca m pus
availab l e
fo r
su mmer
@
$275/per son
and/or Fall 08 @ $325/
person. A/C, WI D , trash
in cl u ded . 345-2982

$. 30 per word for the first day
$. 10 per word for each additional consecutive day

3 Bedroom . ap t . avai l ab l e.
Large rooms, cen tr al air,
ce i I i n g f ans, water, & tras h
inc l uded.
Bucha n an
St.
Apt s. 345 -1266
___________________ 00
GREA T
LOCATION!
NICE
TWO
BEDROOM
A PARTMENT. WATER AND
TRASH
PAID.
217 -3480209 OR 2 1 7- 549-5624

___________________ 00

Need 3 BRS? Large rooms!
Water,
trash,
&
el ec.
inc l uded. 345 - 1266

___________________ 00

6 BR HOUSE FOR RENT: 2
1/2 Ba th , 2 1/2 ca r garage,
HUG E ya r d! Next t o Gree k
Cou rt . $300/perso n . 3453353

___________________ 00

V IL LAGE RENTA LS: 20082009 Two BR ap t. with l arge
l iving room & fi re p l ace,
wa te r i n c l u d ed and 1/2 of
electrici t y. Pet s we l come
wl p et d ep . (2 1 7) 345-25 1 6
fo r more informatio n an d
app t.

___________________ 00

Nice 3 bed room house.
CA, WI D , bar, off-stre et
parki n g.
Cal l
217 -2024456

___________________ 00

YO U 'VE SE EN T H E REST,
NOW TRY T H E BEST!! !!
Cam pus Poin te A p artmen ts
offers 2 an d 3 bedrooms
with
i nd i vid u al
l eases
AN D roomma te ma t ching.
Ou r ren t i n c l u d es CA BLE,
HI-SP EED
IN TERNET,
PH ONE, WATE R, SEWER,
AN D T RAS H. Pl us, we give
you $60-$75 toward yo ur
mo n th l y el ectric bil l!!! . . .
AN D THAT'S NOT ALL! We
have a 24-h o u r clubhouse
that of f ers a t an ni ng b ed,
fitn ess ce n ter, game room,
an d comp u ter lab w ith
u nl imited p rin t i ng. CAL L
345 - 600 1 o r v i si t www.
apa rtme ntseiu .com today !

___________________ 00

3 b edroom apt . fo r l ease.
1 1/2 b l ock fro m camp u s.
Ava il able Aug. No p ets.
$325 per perso n . 345-7286
www .j w i II iamsrenta l s.com

Bed room
apa rtmen t s
ava ilab le
A u gust:
$395/525 p er month. O ffstreet parki n g, w ire l ess,
trash
inc l uded.
No
pet s.
345 - 7286.
www.
jwi lliamsren t a Is. com
___________________ 00
4 bed room h o u se f or Fa ll
2008 o n 1st St. Ra n ge,
refrigerator, was h er/dryer.
No pets! Ca ll 3 45-7286 o r
go to www.jwi II iamsren tals.
com
___________________ 00
LOOK I NG
FOR
A
BARGAIN?
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWN H OUS ES:
3-4 bed room, $200 p/p.
Refriger at or, stove, wa ter,
trash, cen tr al air. 234 7368

___________________ 00

Private BR in n i ce 8 BR
h ome. 1 B l ock from EI U
ca m pus.
Furn./U n f urn.
Ma l e Roommates. $ 425/
mo. p l us u til. (217)-25 11593.

___________________ 00

O LD
TOWNE
APAR TM EN TS: 1, 2, &, 3
BE D ROOMS . CLOS E TO
CAMPUS. 4 LOCA TIONS
TO C H OOSE FROM. 345 6533

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

New
Fo ur
Bed room
Apa rt men ts.
Extremely
Close
to
Campus.
Across fro m Lan tz. Fully
Fu rn ished. Ca ll Today fo r
Lowe red Rates. G r an tvi e w
Apa rt men ts. 345-3353.
___________________ 00
U n ive rs i ty
Vi ll age :
4
bed room
h o u ses,
$ 450/
per p e rso n. A ll u ti lit ies
in cl u ded . 345-1400

___________________ 00

FA LL '08 -'09: 1, 2 & 3 BR.
AP TS. WATER & TRAS H
I NCLU D ED. PLEN T Y OF
O FF-STREET
PARK I NG.
BUC H ANAN
ST.
AP TS.
CALL 345- 1266.

___________________ 00

1, 2, 3, an d 4 bed rooms.
Tras h an d parki ng inc l uded.
G rea t l ocation. Ca ll 217 345-2363.
___________________ 00
FA LL
'08
QUALITY/
CONVENIENCE. 2 & 3
bed room
apartmen t s.
Was h er & Drye r inc l uded.
1-2 blocks from campus.
(2 1 7)493-7559
www.
myeiu home.com
New ap t s. c l ose t o campus:
Fu rn ished o r Unfu rnis h ed.
Ren t
starts
at
$275/
MO . 345 - 6 100
www.
jbapartmen ts.com

___________________ 00

Monthly Online classified adYerllslng available
@ \\rww delU\e\\rs.com

for rent

't'

for rent

carpet. 10 -12 mo l ease.
$900/mo. 549 - 5402
___________________ 00

VANI TIES
I NCLU D ED.
CALL
(217) 493 - 7559
OR VIS IT US A T WWW.

SE ITSI NGER APARTMENTS,
16 11 9TH ST: Two b edroom
apa rtme nt,
completel y
fu rn ished. Availab l e spr ing
se mest er . For in f orma t io n
ca ll 345-7136.
___________________ 00

MYE IUHOM E.COM

NOW REN TI NG FA LL '08'09: Effi cie n cies, 1,2, an d
3 bed rooms . A ll u ti li t i es,
cabl e.
an d
in te rn et
inc l uded. 234 - 7368
___________________ 00
T h ere is o nl y on e l eft at
1 8 12 9th street. It has 4
bed rooms an d 2 ba th rooms,
fu rn ished, very nice an d
locally own ed. Tr ash an d
parki n g
l ot
g u aran te ed
inc l uded
wi th
secu r i ty
ligh t i ng. Ava i lable Aug u st
15th, 2008 .
Pl ease call
an d l eave a me ssage. 3480673
___________________ 00
Summer/ Fa ll 2008: 2 BR
apt., 200 1 S. 12 th St. an d
1305 18th St . Stove, fridge,
m icrowave,
tras h
pd,
$240-$425. Ca l l 348-7746
www. Cha rl es t o n I LA pts.
com

___________________ 00

2 YEAR-OL D 3 BR 2 BA
DUPLE X.
EXCE LLENT
LOCA TION.
WASHER/
DRYER,
DISHWASHER,
T H RE E
DISPOSAL.

00
Yes, w e h ave apartmen t s
for Fa ll. We h ave c l ean,
modern apartmen ts close t o
campus. Off-stre et pa r k i ng
i s inc l uded so yo u don't
need a pa r king p e rm i t
o r a shu tt le. Th ey are
l oca ll y own ed and locally
main t a i ned . G i ve u s a ca ll
for an appointmen t, 345 7286, or v i sit ou r webs ite:
w w w. j w iII i am s r e n ta I s.
com.
___________________ 00
BES T
BARGAIN
ON
CAMP U S: 3 & 4 bed room
2 bath apt s. Fu rni sh ed o r
Un fu rn ished.
Ren t st arts
at
$275/MO.
345 - 6100
www .jbapartmen ts .com

___________________ 00

Price
red uced:
Britt any
r idge Town h o u ses 3-4
b edroom.
Refrigerat o r,
stove, water, trash, cen tr al
air 234-7368

___________________ 00

1 an d 2 Br. apa rtme nt s on
t h e sq u are. A ll u ti lit ies
in c luded excep t el ectrici t y
$ 4 75 - $500 cal l. 234-7368
___________________ 00
3 and 4 b edroom ap t s.
$600 - $700 per mon th 6 t o
choose from call 234 - 7368

___________________ 00

___________________ 00

___________________ 00

Non-student Classified Rates

't'

Close t o campus: 3 bed room
h o u se avail. 2008 -09. CA
w/ hea t p u mp, WID, ne w

A U ni versi ty Adm i ssion t o
Teach e r Ed ucat ion meet ing
wi ll
be
he ld
Mon day,
Sep t embe r 15th at 3:00
p . m . in
1501
Buzza rd
Ha ll Au d itoriu m. Stu d en ts
mu st fo rm all y apply f or
Un i ve rsity Ad m iss i on t o

Te ach er Educatio n . Th i s
i s done by atten ding a
meetin g.
St u d en ts
w ho
have not previ ous l y app li ed
must atten d . Registr ati on i s
not req u ired .
----------------- 9/1 5

••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
c21n 581-2816
•
•
To place an AO today!!!
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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>> Richey
FROM PAGE 12

The Panthers have lost their
last six games against Ulinois State
including two losses in 2006.
But the losses haven't all been
blowouts.
The 2003 season brought a seven-point defeat, and the Redbirds
won by four in 2004.
A 29-point loss in 2005 was the
worst.
Illinois State won by 14 and 11
points during the 2006 season and
by just three points last year.
The Eastern-illinois State game
is the Panthers' most storied rival-

ry.
Saturday's game will be the 97 th
meeting between the two schools
with the Redbirds holding a 50-379 series lead.
Illinois State has been the proverbial thorn in Eastern's side. The
Panthers just can't seem to find a
way to beat the Redbirds, although
last year's three-point loss was perhaps a sign of a shift in the series'
momentum.
"You don't have to do anything
around here to get us up for Illinois State," Eastern red-shirt senior
defensive tackle Jeff Sobol said.
"It's definitely a big game for us.
We want to go out, and we want to
beat them."
The Panthers got a little momentum with their 38-3 win against
Indiana State on Saturday night at
O ' Brien Stadium.
The Sycamores really aren't a
good football team, but Eastern
had solid effort in all three phases
of the game.
It was a result they needed headed into the game against Ulinois
State.
"We get to enjoy it for about 24
hours, and we've got to get working on Illinois State," Eastern head

coach Bob Spoo said. "That's a
team that's gotten to us for (six)
straight games. We've got to come
back tomorrow and do our work
and be business like all week and
get the job done."
With the Sycamores' lack of success during the last three seasons,
it would have been easy for Eastern
to look past a team that hasn't won
a game since Oct. 21, 2006, and to
the team that has been a hurdle the
Panthers have stumbled over. But
Eastern red-shirt sophomore wide
receiver Charles Graves said that
didn't happen.
"We didn't look past Indiana
State at all," Graves said. "lhey had
some athletes over there. They kept
(Eastern's offense) off the field for
the first quarter, so they were holding their own for a while."
But there might be one player who's not looking forward to the
trip to Normal.
If history repeats itself, red-shirt
junior quarterback Bodie Reeder
might find himself out of a job Saturday.
To borrow a phrase from Carolina Panthers' wide receiver Mushin
Muhammad, the Illinois State
game is where Eastern quarterbacks
"go to die."
Mike Donato lost his starting
job to Cole Stinson at halftime of
the 2006 game, and Stinson handed the offensive reigns to Reeder at
halftime oflast year's game.
But Reeder might have caught a
break with his performance against
Indiana State and the fact he had
an extra game before playing Illinois State.
A decent passing percentage and
two touchdowns against the Sycamores might be enough to secure
his spot next week.
Maybe.
Scott Richey can be reached at 5817944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

FROM PAGE 12

Indiana State junior guard Pat
Burke said Eastern had a good pass
rush from its defensive line, and the
Panthers were quick up front and
moved around frequently.
''lhey did a lot of slanting inside
that caught us off guard," Burke said.
Eastern red-shirt senior defensive tackle Jeff Sobol said the Panthers used their experience up front
to attack a younger Indiana State

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS
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>> Soccer
FROM PAGE 12

The H uskies dominated the
Panthers offensively, out-shooting
them 25-8, but the H uskies could
only muster eight shots on goal
and one score.
The teams combined for five
yellow cards as Pearson and freshman midfielder Mike Picinich
picked them up for the Panthers,
while senior midfielder Steve Kolzow, junior forward Ben Thomas
and Karsten received cards for the
H uskies.
The Panthers lost 3-0 to No. 14
Northwestern on Friday. Northwestern sophomore forward Matt
Eliason scored a hat trick, with all

Dan Cusack can be reached at 5817944 or at ducusack@eiu.edu.

PANTHER BRIEFS

Payton signs extension
Former Eastern quarterback and
current New Orleans Saints head
coach Sean Payton received a threeyear contract extension through the
2012 season.
Payton's deal was confirmed by
the New Orleans front office before
the Saints' 29-24 loss to the Washington Redskins.
Payton's was originally signed
through the 2009 season, and his
new contract simply extends the
deal three more seasons. H e is in
his third season as the Saints' head
coach and went 17-15 his first two
seasons, which included a trip to the
NFC Championship game in 2006.

Eastern athletic hall of fame
gets six new members
The Eastern athletic department

inducted six former athletes into its
hall of fame on Saturday night during halftime of the Eastern-Indiana
State football game.
Beth Aussin (women's soccer),
Gayle Brandon (women's track
and field), Linda Ellsworth Grunter (women's basketball), Mike
Heimerdinger (baseball), Kyle Hill
(men's basketball) and Matt H ughes
(wrestling) are the six members of
the hall offame class of2008.
Heimerdinger, now the offensive
coordinator for the Tennessee Titans,
and Hill, who is playing professional basketball overseas, were the only
two inductees who could not attend
the halftime ceremony.
-Compiled by Sports Editor Scott
Richey
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three goals coming in the second
hal£
"We played a bad 45 minutes,"
H ansen said. "The feeling from
the team however is, no matter
what the team is ranked, we feel
we can play with anyone."
Pearson said the weekend for
the Panthers showed how good
they can be.
"Today's tie was all about heart
and determination," Pearson said.
"We know that whoever we play
we can battle with top teams."
Eastern will continue its season at 2 p.m. Saturday when they
host Central Arkansas at Lakeside
Field.

offensive line and put pressure on on designated quarterback keepers by
Dowdell. The Sycamores started a Dowdell and freshman quarterback
true freshman at left guard and a red- Calvin Schmidtke. Dowdell had 52
shirt freshman at right tackle.
yards rushing, and Schmidtke had
"We definitely shook them up," 29yards.
Sobol said about the pressure on the
''lhey had two weeks to prepare
Sycamores' offense. '1 think they for us, so they did put some things
knew that they couldn't just drop in that we hadn't seen and that did
back and throw on us because our cause us some problems," Spoo said.
(defensive) line was handing it to "A gifted quarterback seems to hurt
them up front. Then when they did us, but that's just the nature of (the
throw the ball, the quarterback was spread) offense."
looking around, looking for us."
Scott Richey can be reached at 581The Sycamores got half of their
offensive production on the ground 7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

>> Football

6
11

ACROSS
Feeling bloated
Eyeliner boo-boo
"Don't tase me,

!"
14
15
16
17
19

Make amends
(for)
Bizarre
Experiment site
Psychologically
manipulated

48
49
52
53
55
57
61
62

I

Lawman Wyatt
21 "The Andy Griffith
Show" boy
22 Cowboy's
greeting
24 End of a
student's e-mail
address
26 Town shouters
2s Place to play
twenty-one
31 Jewish mystical
doctrine
34 Formulaic
37 "Long ago and
_
away ..."
38 Furnace output
39 Western treaty
grp.
40 Car with a logo of
four rings
41 Lubricate
42 Put-upon
46 Out, as a library
book
20

65

66
67
68
69
70

Edited by wm s hortz

No. 0811

Smooth and
lustrous
At an angle
Galas
Norwegian
coastal feature
Car that comes
with a driver
Opera set along
the Nile
_ Vegas
Like players in
pin-the-tail-onthe-donkey
Likely
Helpers
Rationed (out)
Crosses out
Silly birds
Escalator parts

DOWN
Comic Kaplan
2 Gillette razor
3 Go out of sight,
as gas prices
4 Criticizes,
perhaps unfairly
5 Craving
6 Ivory or Coast
7 "If
be the
food of love, play
on": Shak.
s Onetime dental
anesthetic
g"_ you
sleeping?"
1

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

PUZZLE BYTHOMAS HEILMAN

Fiery-tempered
sort, they say
11 Loses it
12 Ayn who wrote
"Atlas Shrugged"
13 Follow orders
1s Cause for
stitches
23 Globe
25 Racket
27 "Rocks"
28 Make aware
29 No matter what
30 Stench
32 Weighed down
33 Desertlike
34 When repeated,
a toy train
35 Way cool
10

36

40
42
43
44

45
47
50
51
53
54
56
58

AOL and others,
in brief
Demands much
(of)
Pocketbook
Termite
look-alike
Free from
"Xanadu" grp.
Rower's need
Omit in
pronunciation
Eats by
candlelight, say
Source of linen
Mock
Retailer's goods:
Abbr.
Unemployed

59

Bottomless

60

Tosses in

63

"This puzzle
is really, really
hard," e.g.

64

Takes too much,
for short

For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $ 1.49 a m nute; or, w th a
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7 -ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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Prowler is out, Billy is back in

ATHLETICS I MASCOT

Old mascot with new
look replaces Prowler
By BOB BAJEK
Staff Reporter
He’s big. He’s buff. He’s back.
Billy the Panther returned after
a five-year hiatus and made his first
appearance of the new school year at
the beginning of the Eastern-Indiana
State football game.
Secrecy swirled around the new
mascot before Saturday’s game. Eastern’s athletic department didn’t reveal
anything about Billy before the
game.
“We spent a lot of money to keep
the mascot on the (down low),” Eastern director of marketing and promotions Ryan Gilmore said.
Billy sat in a green cart that sped
across the field ahead of the charging
Eastern football players before the
start of the game. The crowd exploded with cheers as the announcer
introduced Billy.
The new mascot is a muscular
panther.
He wore a tight, blue Eastern jersey with the No. 90 and his name on
the back.
Billy is dark black with blue streak
marks on his face.
Eastern’s student section, the Blue

» Defense
F R O M PA G E 12

“Everybody gets pumped up after
an interception or fumble recovery,”
Haynes said. “It’s like a momentum
shifter. It’s going to keep everybody
amped to play. If we make a good
play on defense, the offense wants to
beat us, be one up.”
Despite the excitement of the
interception and subsequent touchdown, Haynes said he was shocked
he even had the opportunity. And
not because he’s playing with his
broken right hand in a full cast. He
said Dowdell threw the ball right to
him.
“I don’t know if the wide receiver
and the quarterback weren’t on the
same page, but I read it and I just
jumped it,” Haynes said. “I had to
get to the end zone because last year
I caught five and couldn’t get to the
end zone.”
Indiana State head coach Trent
Miles said Dowdell didn’t identify
Eastern’s cover two formation.
“(Dowdell) didn’t recognize the

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

After five years, Billy the Panther returned to O’Brien Stadium with a revitalized look as the Eastern mascot. Billy
was redesigned by Sandy King, graphic designer for Eastern’s sports information department.

new mascot was “kickass” but could
see why some people would miss
Prowler.
“It’s not the same,” Smith said.
“It’s like if (the mascot) at your (high
school) changed.”
Sandy King, a graphic designer for
Eastern’s sports information department, said she designed the new version of Billy.
She said it took her five to six
hours to draw up the general concept.
“President Perry wanted our mascot to be ferocious but not scare
young children,” King said.
Eastern athletic director Barbara Burke said the athletic department
wanted to update the mascot. She
said it was a way to bring back an old
tradition at sporting events.
“The costume was old, and we
needed to revitalize it,” Burke said.
“It was an opportunity to go back to
tradition in a new character.”
Burke said the costume cost about
$5,000 to design and purchase.
Former Eastern athletic director Rich McDuffie retired Billy in
2003 and introduced Prowler. Math
professor and cheer adviser Andrew
White helped design Prowler who
lasted until this year.

Crew, was excited with Billy as the
new mascot.
Members were yelling “Sexy Panther” and “You’ve been working out,
Billy!”
Junior marketing major Jennifer Washburn, a member of the Blue

Crew, took a picture with Billy when
he went into the stands.
“I love him,” Washburn said. “ I’m
putting this picture up on Facebook.”
Freshman music education and
jazz studies major Jacob Unterber
said he thinks Billy represents a new

era for Eastern athletics.
“You have to respect the old mascot, but the new one unites not only
the athletes but the fandom,” Unterber said.
Eddie Smith, a freshman speech
pathology major, said he thought the

coverage,” Miles said. “And boom,
you have an interception for a touchdown.”
Haynes has played with the cast
during all three of Eastern’s games
this season, but he said he has adapted to playing with it.
He said he couldn’t always get
two hands on the ball for an interception, and he batted away one pass
he barely dropped.
“If I had two hands, I would have
caught it,” Haynes said of his near
interception. “As long as the wide
receiver didn’t catch it, I’m OK with
it. I have a week left, and I’ll have
both my hands back.”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said
it has been encouraging to see the
Panthers’ defense getting takeaways
and finding the end zone. Eastern
had two interceptions against Illinois
and recovered two fumbles including one for a touchdown.
“When they can get us the ball
like that or score points, that’s big,”
Spoo said. “If it’s reminiscent of
that 2005 team, then that would be
great.”
The Panthers led the nation dur-

ing the 2005 season with 41 takeaways (20 interceptions and 21 fumbles recovered). Eastern also broke
up 51 passes that season, hurried the
quarterback 39 times and had 18
sacks.
“If you ever listen to one of
Coach (Roc Bellantoni’s) meeting
he says turnovers probably 1,500
times,” Eastern red-shirt junior
defensive tackle Trevor Frericks said.
“That’s all everybody goes back to,
the fact we led the nation in 2005
in turnovers. That’s what we want to
get back to.”
Red-shirt junior quarterback
Bodie Reeder said the Panthers’
defense this year is the best he’s been
around in his three years at Eastern. Reeder spent the 2005 season at
Wyoming.
“The back four are tremendous,
and the front seven are one of the
better ones that we’ll see all year,”
Reeder said about the Panthers’
defense. “They create pressure up
front, which turns into turnovers.”

WOMEN’S SOCCER I BALL STATE 2, EASTERN 0

Scott Richey can be reached at 5817944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

Bob Bajek can be reached at 581-7944
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu.

Mistakes doom Panthers
Williams makes
seven saves in return

By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter
The Eastern women’s soccer team
was unable to take advantage of scoring opportunities Friday and fell to
0-7-1 on the season with a 2-0 loss to
Ball State in Muncie, Ind.
“You have to give Ball State credit,” Eastern head coach Tim Nowak
said. “They came out and competed very hard and created their own
opportunities. We had a lot of opportunities to score multiple goals and
didn’t take advantage of them. We
shot ourselves in the foot.”
The Panthers fell behind 1-0 early when Cardinals’ senior midfielder
Annie Aiello scored on a penalty kick
in the 18th minute.
The penalty kick opportunity came when Eastern sophomore

defender Rebecca Holcomb tripped
a Ball State attacker dribbling the
ball toward the net.
The second goal of the match
came in the 51st minute when Ball
State senior forward Bailey Decker
put in a rebound off of a save from
five yards out.
The goal occurred during a scramble in front of the net when junior
goalkeeper Jenny Williams collided
with another Panther player allowing
Decker to shoot at a wide-open net.
Williams, starting for the first
time since Aug. 26, finished with seven saves in the match.
“Jenny did a good job of controlling the 18-yard box,” Nowak said.
“She is experienced and confident
and did a good job of that today.”
The Panthers had a number of
opportunities to score in the second
half but were unable to capitalize.
Collin Whitchurch can be reached at
581-7944 or at cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu.
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WOMEN' S RUGBY I EASTERN 102, W ISCO NSIN-STEVE NS POINT 0

Eastern dominates in home win
Panthers gain
mometum for game
with West Chester
By ARI HORING
Staff Reporter
The Eastern women's rugby team
improved to 3-0 on the season with a
102-0 victory against Wisconsin-Stevens Point on Saturday afternoon at
Lakeside Rugby Field.
After a close game last week in
which the team struggled at times,
the Panthers were determined to
make a statement Sunday.
Within the first two minutes,
senior center Molly Clutter intercepted the ball and found senior wing
Samantha Manto on the left wing as
she sped by defenders and scored the
first try of the game.
The Panthers took control of the
game from that point and never let
up.
The first half was highlighted by
red-shirt freshman serum-half Narrisa Ramirez's bone-crunching tackle,
which lead to junior flanker Stephanie Millitelo's assist to Manto for the

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore flanker Emily Harrison tries to avoid a tackle Saturday at Lakeside Rugby Field against the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. The Panthers shut out the Pointers 102-0.

fourth try of the game. Manto would
go on to be the games' leading scor-

er with eight trys as the Panthers led
55-0 at halftime.

In the second half, the Panthers
continued their solid performance,

scoring seven trys and making six
conversions.
Eastern head coach Frank Graziano said he was happy with his team's
effort.
"Today's performance was much
berter," Graziano said. "lhe team
looked very strong and explosive.
We had good practice all week and
we really found our expansive game
today."
Even though the Panthers had
already sealed their victory by halftime, Manto said it was important
for them to continue playing hard in
second half to build momentum for
their next game.
"This game gives us good confidence heading into the biggest game
of the season," Manto said about
Eastern's game against Division II
West Chester on Sept. 27.
The Panthers play the Rams at 10
a.m. Sept. 27 in West Chester, Pa.
Eastern lost to West Chester 20-19
last season at Lakeside Rugby Field
in the first NCAA-sanctioned women's rugby game.
Ari Haring can be reached at 581 -7944
or at akhoring@eiu.edu.

MEN' S & WOMEN' S CROSS COUNTRY I EIU PANTH ER INVITE

VOLLEYBALL I O LE M ISS MAGNOLI A CLASS IC RECAP

Rain slows down Panthers

Eastern swept at Ole Miss

Men finish third;
women take sixth
By BRANDY PROVAZNIK
Staff Reporter
Eastern's cross country team had
been talking all week about what great
shape its course was in for the EIU
Panther Invite.
The trail was rolled out flat, the
grass was cut short and the Panther
Trail had new rocks - all ingredients
for a fast race. But then the rain came.
It rained the majority of the day on
Friday, and the fast course they had
been running on all week was now
soft and mushy.
"The course compared to last
week, it's not even close," junior Aaron Iaun said. "We obviously got a lot
of rain and the humidity was high.
Not to make excuses or anything, it
just wasn't ideal for running fast. It
slowed everyone down."
Eastern head coach Geoff Masanet
said if the rain made Eastern tired or
slow, it should have made everyone
tired or slow.

"What it could do, is that if someone went out really hard they would
pay the piper later," Masanet said. "If
someone got ahead of you it would
be hard to go get them and catch up
once things settled in because the
course is just slow at foot."
Red-shirt senior Brad Butler said
he felt sluggish during the race and
like he was working harder in the first
mile than he should have been.
"We might have just gotten used
to the course being fast last week and
all this week," Butler said. ''Maybe
that took more out of our legs than
it should have, but it's the same for
everybody. You can't change it."
The Panthers placed third overall
in the men's race, with 57 total points,
79 points behind Southern lllinoisCarbondale.
The top finisher in the men's race
was SIUC's Jeff Schirmer, who won
the race for the second year in a row
with a time of25 minutes, 14.29 seconds. Butler was Eastern's top finisher
in sixth place.
The first across the finish line in
the women's race was Beth Whalen,
running unattached with a time of

18:12.84. The Panther women placed
sixth in the women's race with 136
points. Sophomore Caitlin Napoleoni was the first of the Panthers to cross
the finish line in 23rd with a time of
19:54.08.
"We had expectations to try and
run a hard race and to execute certain
things with regard to packing, putting in moves at di.ffi:rent times, and
finishing hard," Masanet said. '1\nd
collectively we didn't really achieve or
accomplish any of those things."
Masanet said he is going to start
re-evaluating the training and seeing
what he can adjust to get some better
performances on race day.s.
The Panthers do not have another
meet for two weeks, when they head
to Carbondale on Sept. 27 for the
SIU Saluki Invite.
"Our next two races will definitely
be an improvement," laun said. ''lhey
are fast courses, and I know we will
come out and do a lot better. Those
good races are there for us. I know we
have them in us."
Brandy Provaznik can be reached at
581-7944 or at blprovaznik@eiu.edu.
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Panthers lose three
matches in straight set s
By BOBBAJEK
Staff Reporter
Eastern dropped all three of its
matches this weekend at the Ole Miss
Magnolia Classic in Oxford, Miss.,
getting swept by Mississippi, Southern Methodist and Georgia Tech.
The Panthers (3-7) have not
won one set in any of their last four
matches and have lost seven of their
last eight matches.
Eastern senior outside hitter Lauren Sopcic said the results of the
tournament are deceiving.
"First off, one of the main points
of this weekend was learning," Sopcic
said. '~I the teams were awesome.
We used it as good experience."
Freshman libero Brittney Wallace
also agreed with Sopcic.
"(The tournament) helped us as a
whole," Wallace said. "It forced us to
play at a higher level."
Wallace continued to fill in for
sidelined junior libero Shaina Boylan
and led the Panthers with 29 digs.

Eastern continued to struggle with
its hitting percentage, as the Panthers
averaged a .018 hitting percentage in
their three matches.
The Panthers didn't have a set
with a hitting percentage better than
zero in their three-set loss to Southern Methodist. Eastern hit -.241, .065 and -.038 in each set for a -.116
average in the 25-9, 25-12, 25-21
loss.
Eastern's best hitting game came
Friday against Mississippi. The Rebels, though, out-hit the Panthers .372
to .157 in a three-set victory (25-13,
25-20, 25-20).
No Eastern player scored more
than eight kills in a match. Sophomore outside hitter Erin Hake led
the Panther attack with 21 kills in
the tournament.
Eastern sophomore outside hitter Alex Zwettler played only one set
in the tournament, but left with an
injury.
Sopcic said Eastern is resting
Zwettler so she could be ready for
Ohio Valley Conference play.
Bob Bajek can be reached at 581-7944
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu.
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Panthers roll in first win
Defense, special teams
give Eastern early lead
in game
By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor

FRANK GRAZIANO
Eastern's women's rugby team had
its best offensive performance of the
season with a 102-{) victory against
Wisconsin-Stevens Point. It was the
sixth time head coach Frank Graziano
(above) led the Panthers past the century mark in a win. But the first time
this season. And the first time since
Eastern beat Ohio State 108-3 on Oct.
6 last season.
Not many teams can boast a 102point shutout victory, but here are
three other big blowouts in sports history.
1. Chicago Bears -The Bears put
the hurt on the Washington Redskins
with a 73-0 win in 1940, but a more
recent whooping happened in the
1986 Super Bowl. The Bears shuffled
their way to a 46-10 victory against
New England. The Patriots had just six
yards rushing and never got their pass
game going after seven Chicago sacks.
2. Secretariat - Yes, blowouts
can happen when the athlete in question is, in fact, an animal. The last Triple
Crown winner won the Kentucky Derby and the Preakness by two and a half
lengths. His winning length in the Belmont Stakes? Nearly 15 times as big a
gap with a 31-length victory.
3. Tennessee Martin - A little
more recent of a blowout, the Skyhawks trounced Concordia College 8721 on Thursday. Five different UT Martin players scored touchdowns on the
ground and three more found the end
zone on the receiving end of a touchdown pass. But it's key to remember
that Concordia is not a Division Iteam.
-Scott Richey

Eastern's offense spent just 1 minute, 39 seconds on the field during
the first quarter of Saturday night's
game at O ' Brien Stadium.
But a field goal by red-shirt senior
kicker Tyler Wilke with 7 :55 remaining in the first quarter and an interception return for a touchdown by
red-shirt sophomore cornerback
Rashad Haynes five seconds later
gave the Panthers an early 10-0 lead
en route to their 38-3 victory against
Indiana State.
"At that point, I was still really concerned that they were moving
the ball pretty well on us," said Eastern head coach Bob Spoo. "Just hoping that they couldn't continue, and
it didn't. Our defense adjusted very
well."
The Sycamores' longest drive of
the first quarter went for 14 plays and
46 yards and cut 8:00 off the clock.
Indiana State also moved deep
into Eastern territory and got a first
down in the red zone on a 16-yard
rush by freshman fullback Brock
Lough.
Three running plays later by Indiana State sophomore quarterback
Chuck Dowdell and the Sycamores
were facing fourth and 26 after
Dowdell fumbled and recovered the
ball twice.
"We can't do that against a team
that is as good as Eastern Illinois,"
said Indiana State head coach Trent
Miles about the fumbles. "If we hang
onto the ball and execute, that game

ROBBIEWROBLEWSKI ( THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Senior running back Travorus Bess rushes past the Indiana State defense Saturday evening at O'Brien Stadium.
Bess finished with 93 rushing yards and a touchdown as the Panthers beat the Sycamores 38-3.
is a tight game in the fourth quarter."
Eastern red-shirt junior defensive tackle Trevor Frericks said even
though the Panthers' defensive line
didn't hit Dowdell to cause the fumbles, the pressure up front still caused
them.
'1t's one of those things even if
you don't make a play there's still an
intimidation factor," Frericks said.
'1f you're still in the quarterback's

fuce, even though you don't make a
play, he'll still be scared of you. Even
though we didn't directly hit him we
still caused him to be nervous in the
pocket and that made the ball a little
more slippery."
Frericks said Eastern's defensive
line used movement up front to penetrate into the Sycamores' backfield.
He said that movement was successful because the Panthers' defensive

Panthers tie Huskies in finale

Panthers get
score from
secondary
Eastern scores defensive
touchdown for second
straight game

By DAN CUSACK

Panthers
Eastern's football team will
only have to travel 105 miles to
Normal on Saturday - its second
shortest road trip of the season.
But those 105 miles will leave
plenty of time for the Panthers
to think about what a win in
Normal will mean.
A second straight win.
Momentum headed into
Ohio Valley Conference play.
Redemption.

>> SEE RICHEY, PAGE 9

SEE FOOTBAL.L, PAGE 9
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MEN' S SOCCER I NORTH ERN ILLINOIS/ADIDAS TO U RNAM ENT RECAP

Pearson scores first goal
of season in second half

Next game

linemen were consistently two or
three yards deep in the Indiana State
backfield.
"They had a heavy (offensive)
line, but they weren't real lateral like
the last two teams we played," Frericks said. "So we did a lot of slants
and stuff like that to keep them on
their toes."

The Eastern men's soccer team
concluded weekend action at the
Northern Illinois/Adidas Invitational with a 1- 1 tie against host Northern Illinois on Sunday.
Eastern (3-2- 1) trailed 1-0 after
the first half but used a strong second half to tie the H uskies (4-0-2).
'1t was a battling performance
from our team," Eastern head coach
Adam Howarth said. "We tried to
score some goals off of counters.
Their team was direct and their size
gave us some problems, but I think
we did a good job."
Junior defender Chris Pearson
tied the match in the 48th minute
off an assist from senior defender
Adam Gartner.
"We had a free kick from the left
side and (Gartner) put it in," Pearson said. '1 reached my mark and
beat my man, so I just got up high
and beat the goalkeeper with a header. "

By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor
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Senior goalkeeper Mark Hansen practices goalkeeping during practice
on Sept. 3. The Panthers went 0-1-1 this past weekend.
The goal was Pearson's first of the
season, while the assist was Gartner's
second.
Northern lllinois took the lead
in the 34th minute when junior
defender Josh Karsten scored off an
assist from sophomore midfielder
Engebreth Faenien.
Senior goalkeeper Mark Hansen played all 110 minutes in the
match, stopping six shots while only
allowing one goal.

"lheir offense was really direct
and they tried to get their goals off
of set pieces," Hansen said.
H ansen said the Panthers had
a complete team effort and played
well throughout the 110 minutes on
offense and defense.
At the end of regulation, the Panthers survived five Northern Illinois
corners in the last five minutes.

»

Eastern red-shirt sophomore cornerback Rashad Haynes had two
things written on the black strips he
wore under his eyes to reduce glare
from the sun.
"Dad" was written on the strip
under his right eye, and "As 1" was
under his left eye.
"As 1" is the morro of Eastern's
secondary. If one defensive back
makes a good play, it's like the entire
secondary made a good play.
So when H aynes intercepted Indiana State sophomore quarterback
Chuck Dowddl and returned it 20
yards for a touchdown, the rest of the
Panthers' defensive backs had lots to
celebrate Saturday night.

»
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EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S SOCCER

VOLLEYBALL

Friday at Western Kentucky I

Friday vs. Morehead State

6 p.m. - Bowling Green, Ky.

7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

MEN'S SOCCER

I

Saturday vs. Central Arkansas
2 p.m. - Lakeside Field

FOOTBALL

I

Saturday at Illinois State
6:30 p.m. - Normal

VOLLEYBALL

I

Saturday vs. Eastern Kentucky I
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

